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$1. INTRODUCTION 
A COMPACT Lie group G of dimension n determines by the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction 
an element in the stable homotopy group of spheres rc, ‘. More precisely a basis of the Lie 
algebra of G defines by left translation a trivialization of the tangent bundle of G and hence 
also a trivialization of the stable normal bundle (unique up to homotopy) to which one 
applies the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction. The resulting element of runs depends only on the 
orientation of the basisand we shall denote it by [G, tl, 91, where c1 is the orientation of G and 
9 indicates that we have used left translation: replacing this by right translation we get 
another element [G, ~1, 921. 
For G = S’ or S3 the elements we get in this way are easily identified with the generators 
of 7cis and 71 3s. For other Lie groups it is by no means clear whether we get interesting 
elements of 7r,‘. Now the simplest and best understood part of ?I,’ is the image of the J- 
homomorphism 
rt”(S0) + 7r”S 
(where SO = SO(n + k) for large k). According to the results of Adams [l] and Quillen [l l] 
the image of J is a direct summand of ?I,’ and, when n = 3 mod 4, the projection of n,’ onto 
Im J is given essentially by the Adams e-invariant: 
e: ?I,,’ + Q/Z. 
The purpose of this note is to dispose of the e-invariant for most Lie groups by proving 
THEOREM. Let G be a non-abelian compact connected Lie group of rank > 1 and of 
dimension 4k - 1. Assume further that the adjoint representation of G lifts to spin, then 
e[G, c(, 91 = 0. 
In particular this holds for simply-connected groups. 
Remarks 
(1) Examples of Lie groups of the right dimension to which this theorem applies are the 
special unitary groups SU(2n) and the Spinor groups Spin (8n + 3), Spin (8n + 6). 
(2) The assumption that G is non-abelian excludes the 3-dimensional torus S’ x S’ x S’ 
which represents the element q3 E n3’ with e-invariant 3 (q E rrls is the generator represented 
by S’). 
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(3) The assumption about the adjoint representation is in fact superfluous but to prove 
this requires more sophisticated techniques. The problem is that the e-invariant is not multi- 
plicative for finite coverings. A general treatment of this question using the methods of [6] 
will be given elsewhere and is commented on in $4. Our present methods will however deal 
with the p-primary part of the e-invariant for odd primes p. 
(4) One might be tempted to think that [G, ~1, U] is always zero for rank G > 1 but 
this is not so. A careful study of simple groups of rank two [13] shows that they give rise to 
non-zero elements in ?I,‘. By our theorem these elements are not contained in Im J. It seems 
likely that for groups of higher rank one will need increasingly complicated Toda brackets to 
represent the elements they define in ?I,‘. 
For a framed manifold X of dimension 4k - 1 the e-invariant may be computed in the 
following way. Using the fact that the spin cobordism group is zero in .these dimensions [ 141 
we can express X as the boundary of a spin manifold Y of dimension 4k, the induced spin 
structure on X being compatible with the framing. The tangent bundle of Y being trivialized 
over X we can define the Pontrjagin classes pi as relative classes in H*( Y, X) and hence 
evaluate the _&-polynomial of Hirzebruch on the fundamental cycle of Y. In other words 
the A-genus A(Y) is defined: it is a rational number and 
e[X] = AI(Y) mod Z, 




This is independent of the choice of Yin view of the integrality theorems for the A-genus 
of closed spin manifolds [4]. This description of the e-invariant is essentially due to Conner 
and Floyd. In [9] there is a proof due to Landweber proving the analogous result for the 
slightly weaker complex e-invariant, but exactly the same type of proof (replacing complex 
K-theory by real K-theory, complex cobordism by spin cobordism, and the Todd polynomial 
by a) yields (1.1). 
For a Lie group G satisfying the hypotheses of our theorem it is easy to find a suitable Y, 
with aY = G, using a fibration G + G/S” (see $3). However the cohomological calculation 
needed to evaluate A(Y) would be somewhat tiresome because one has to pay due regard to 
the framing on the boundary. Instead we resort to a variety of stratagems which avoid a 
direct calculation. As one would expect, the 2-primary part of the e-invariant presents the 
most difficulties so we begin by establishing in $2 a weaker result, namely that 2e[G, CI, _%‘I = 0. 
In $3 we remove the factor 2 by using the main result of [5], which enables us to lift the 
e-invariant from Q/Z to Q. 
As we have already mentioned S3 gives rise to a generator of njs E Z,, so that e[S3] = 
&$. For SO(3) we shall show that 2e[S0(3)] = +A, exemplifying the non-multiplicative 
behaviour of e. In fact it can be shown that e[SO(3)] = *A. 
Perhaps we should also point out that the invariant dn: 71,’ --+ Z, , for n = 1 or 2 mod 8, 
which is the Hurewicz map in real K-theory (see [l]) also vanishes for any non-abelian com- 
pact Lie group G. In fact on such a group there is a bi-invariant metric of positive scalar 
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curvarure. Hence by a result of Lichnerowicz [lo] there are no harmonic spinors (except 
zero) on G. But by the results of [8] 
d,, [X] = dim, H mod2, if dimXElmod8 
= dimcH mod 2 if dimXs2mod8 
where H is the space of harmonic spinors on X (for some metric). Thus d,[G] = 0. Note 
that, for the abelian groups S’ or S’ x S’, dR is non-zero. 
The computation of the real Adams e-invariant for 
8k + 1 seems to be more difficult and does not fall within 
Lie groups of dimension 8k or 
the scope of our methods. 
Observe first that 
52. A PARTIAL RESULT 
[G, cc, W] = [G, --cc, PipI = - [G, ~1, 2’1. (2.1) 
The first equality in (2.1) comes by applying inversion in G which interchanges 9 and 9 
while reversing orientation (since dim G is odd). The second equality is a quite general and 
trivial result expressing the fact that the cylinder G x Z has the two ends as boundary (with 
correct orientation and framing). From (2.1) we deduce 
2e[G, c(, TipI = e[G, CC, U] - e[G, c(, W]. (2.2) 
Suppose now that 8 Y = G, then Y’ = Y u (G x Z) also has G as boundary. Using Y to 
compute e[G, CX, .@I from formula (1.1) and Y’ to compute e[G, CI, 91 we see that the right 
hand side of (2.2) can be computed from the cylinder G x Z with trivializations 9 and %? at 
the two ends. In this we have to be careful to check that the spin structures defined by 9and 
9 coincide and this is precisely where we need our restriction on the adjoint representation, 
which measures the difference between 9’ and ,c%?. Using the suspension isomorphism 
H4k(G x Z, G x aZ) E H 4k-1(G) we obtain therefore 
2e[G, t(, 91 = (ad*a&,)[G] (2.3) 
for k even and a similar formula with a factor 3 for k odd. Here 
ad*: H*(S0(4k - 1)) --t H*(G) (2.4) 
is induced by the adjoint representation and 
0’: H4k(BS0(4k - 1)) + H4k-‘(S0(4k - 1)) 
is induced by the map H x Z/Hx t3Z -+ BH for H = S0(4k - 1). Note that, beinginduced by a 
group homomorphism, ad* is a homomorphism of Hopf algebras and hence sends primitivet 
elements to primitive elements. On the other hand every element in the image of cr is primitive 
and so ad* rrA4k is primitive in H*(G). But H*(G) is an exterior algebra on primitive genera- 
tors and so, for rank G > 1, we can have no (non-zero) primitive element in the highest 
dimension. Thus 
2e[G, tl, 91 = 0 
as asserted. 
t Recall that x is primitive if Ax = x @ 1 + 1 @x where A is the diagonal map of the Hopf algebra. 
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Note. For G = S3 the roots are &2x, so ad*p, = 4x2 E H4(Bc). Since b, = - 5 and 
ax2[S3] = 1, formula (2.3) for odd k, gives 
24S3, cc, ,491 = - i_: 
where a denotes the standard orientation (induced from the unit ball in C’). In fact instead 
of comparing L? with ZJ? we can here compare _P with the trivial framing of Cz and a similar 
computation then gives 
e[S3,cr,Z]= -$, 
identifying [S3, c(, L?] with one of the generators of 7~~‘. 
For SO(3) we cannot use this method because ad does not lift to spin. Instead we 
observe that SO(3) is the boundary of a complex 2-manifold Y, namely the unit cotangent 
bundle of S2 = Pi(C). The outward normal to 8 Y together with the framing %? of SO(3) gives 
a complex framing along aY and hence relative Chern classes cl, c2 are defined. Since 
HZ( Y, aY> restricts injectively to HZ of the zero section we see that c1 = 0 (the tangent and 
cotangent bundles of P, having opposite Chern classes). By the Hopf theorem for manifolds 
with boundary 
c2 = Euler class = 2g 
where g is the positive generator of H4( Y, c?Y). Thus the relative Toddgenus T(Y) is given by 
Cl2 + c2 
T(Y)=I1[Y]=i. 
Now as mentioned in $1 the complex e-invariant e,(aY) is computed, according to [9], by 
the relative Todd class of Y. Since, in dimension 4, e, = 2e we deduce 
2e[S0(3), a, L%‘] = Jo 
where a is the orientation induced by taking S3 as the boundary of the unit ball in C2. 
The above calculations exemplify the non-multiplicative behaviour of the e-invariant for 
finite coverings. However a quite general argument shows that the p-primary part of the 
e-invariant is multiplicative for coverings of degree prime to p. By passing to a double 
covering of G we can always lift ad to spin and hence the odd-primary part of e[G, a, LZ’] 
vanishes for all G of rank > 1. Alternatively, to compute the odd-primary part of the 
e-invariant we can according to [14, p. 2151 use the Hirzebruch L-polynomial instead of 2. 
Oriented cobordism now replaces spin cobordism so we can repeat our argument above 
without the spin restriction-to deduce once more that the odd-primary part of e[G, a, 2’1 
vanishes. 
$3. A RATIONAZ, e-INVARIANT 
We shall now show how to eliminate the factor 2 by defining, in appropriate circum- 
stances an invariant E taking values in Q which gives e when we reduce modulo 2. The 
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argument of $2 will then prove 2E[G, CI, P’] = 0 and now we can divide by 2 and then 
reduce modulo Z to obtain e[G, c(, dp] = 0. 
We recall that (1.1) defines an invariant in Q/Z because the A-genus of a closed spin- 
manifold is an integer (an even integer if k is odd). If we can work with a restricted class of 
manifolds for which the &genus is actually zero then we can clearly define an invariant 
with values in Q. Now the main result of [5] asserts that CI closed spin-manzjZld Y which 
admits a non-trivial action of the circle group satisfies A(Y) = 0. Suppose therefore that X is a 
framed (4k - I)-manifold with a non-trivial circle action and assume that we can find spin 
manifolds Y with circle action such that a Y = X (the circle actions and spin structures on Y 
being compatible with those on X). Then a(Y) (or +A( Y) if k is odd) defines an invariant 
E[Xl E Q 
independent of the choice of Y. Note that the circle action as well as the framing is con- 
sidered part of the data of X, but no compatibility is required between the circle action and 
the framing. Clearly, after reducing modulo Z, E[X] becomes e[X]. 
To apply this to our Lie group G we must first decide on the circle action and then we 
must show that G bounds in our new sense, that is including the circle action. For this we 
need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a compact non-abelian Lie group such that ad lifts to Spin. Then G 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to S3. 
Proof The hypothesis that ad lifts to Spin translates algebraically into the assertion that 
p, half the sum of the positive roots, is an integral weight (see for example [2; 5.561). Lett a 
be a root of G, X, the corresponding root-plane in the Lie algebra and G, the subgroup 
generated by X, . Then G, is locally isomorphic to S3, so either G, E S3 or G, E S3/ + 1. To 
ensure that we have the first alternative we pick c1 to be a simple root and we let o be the 
corresponding generator of the Weyl group of G. Then o defines a reflection on L(T), the 
Lie algebra of the maximal torus of G whose (- I)-eigenspace is L(T,) where T, = T n G, is 
the maximal torus (circle) of G,. Hence for any linear form f on L(T), the restriction 
f, = f 1 L(T,) satisfies 
f =f, - e&A) 
L1 
2 * 
In particular taking f = p, and using the fact [12; Chapter V 591 that 
O(P) = P - a 
we see that p. = &Y, . But tl,, the restriction of CI to L(T,), is just the unique root (up to sign) 
of G, . Since half of this is an integral weight it follows that G, z S3. 
We now take the subgroup S3 given by the lemma and we consider it as acting on G by 
conjugation. Restricting to any fixed S’ c S3 gives a circle action. The unit disc bundle of the 
fibration G --) G/S3 gives us a 4k-dimensional spin-manifold Y with a Y = G. Conjugation 
t For the following standard facts we refer to [2] or [12]. 
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preserves this fibration so that S1 acts also on Y. Hence our refined invariant E[G, CC, 91 is 
well-defined. 
Since inversion in G is compatible with conjugation it follows that 
E[G, a, 92’1 = E[G, -a, 21. 
Moreover, by considering G x I, we see that 
E[G, -a, 2’1 = -E[G, a, Z] 
and so (2.2) holds with e replaced by E. The remainder of the argument in 92 applies without 
change so that we finally obtain 
2E[G, a, 91 = 0 
for rank G > 1. Since E takes values in Q this implies E = 0, hence also e = 0 completing the 
proof of our theorem. 
$4. THE e-INVARIANT AND FINITE COVERINGS 
We conclude with a few comments about the case of general non-abelian G. In view of 
our theorem the essential point is to study the behaviour of the e-invariant for double 
coverings. Suppose more generally that n: r? --) X is a finite covering of degree d, that 
X is framed and that 8 is given the induced framing by 71. The computations made in 92, 
showing how e is altered by a change of framing, prove at once that 
/? = e[8] - de[X] (4.1) 
is independent of the choice offraming on X. In fact p can be defined only assuming that X 
is a spin-manifold. For this we choose spin-manifolds Y, 9 with 8 Y = X, 8 y = r? and con- 
nections for their tangent bundles which agree, via rt, near their boundaries. Now putt 
(4.2) 
where A,(p) denotes the 4k-form obtained by using the Pontrjagin forms of the connections. 
As before this is easily seen to be independent of the connections. For a framed manifold X, 
choosing the flat connection given by the framing recovers definition (3.2). 
Now one can define an invariant for free actions of finite groups on spin-manifolds as 
in [7; $71. It will be shown elsewhere, using the methods of [6], that p can be computed from 
the invariants in [7], and that for Lie groups of rank > 1 we always get zero. This is not quite 
enough because of the factor din (4.1). However we can again refine our invariants to lie in 
characteristic zero (see for example [5; $41) and this finally removes the factor d. For the 
covering S3 + SO(3) the computations in [3; $81 show that p = - a and hence that 
1 
e[S0(3). a, 921 = 2. 
t For odd k we use $4. 
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The behaviour of the odd-primary part of the e-invariant under finite coverings can be 
dealt with more easily. Although this is not relevant to our problem with Lie groups (only 
the 2-primary part being left open at this stage) it is of some general interest and so we 
conclude with a brief treatment. 
As noted before we can replace A^ by L if we ignore the 2-primary information and the 
spin restrictions can then be dropped everywhere. Instead of (4.2) we therefore consider 
Y(T) = J’, L,(P) - qr J%(P) (4.3) 
as a measure of deviation of the e-invariant from multiplicativity. We can lift y from Q/Z 
back to Q by defining 
T(r?) = i, Lk@) - Sign B- d 
( 




The additivity of the signature, as explained in [7; $71, shows that I is well-defined, inde- 
pendent of the choice of Y, y. Now assume for simplicity that r? + X is a regular covering 
with group G (of order d), then for some integer N we have NT = afi with G acting freely 
on Ii?l so that X = 8M, where M = n/G. Using this to compute I we have 
NT(z) = I(Nz) = I L,(p) - dl L,(p) - Sign iii + d Sign M 
R M 
and since the integrals cancel this gives 
I(8) = - i (Sign iii - d Sign M}. 
Now in [7; $71 an invariant for free G-actions was defined by 
(4.5) 
a(g, r?) = - f Sign(g, n) 9*1 (4.6) 
where Sign(g, fi) is computed from the action of g on the middle cohomology of a. Since 
the cohomology of M can be identified with the G-invariant part of the cohomology of fi it 
follows that 
f (,L, Sign(g, &?) + Sign(@) = Sign M. 
Substituting from (4.5) and (4.6) this gives finally 
I(z) = -& c(g, 2). 
Reducing modulo Z this computes y(8) in terms of the a-invariants of [7; $71. 
(4.7) 
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